
Water stop!
Anhamm spillbarrier

Spillbarrier for sealing off underground garages and accesses

The sealing off of buildings threatened by large amounts of water (e.g. 
cellars, underground garages, company buildings) due to flooding, thaw or 
rainfall is guaranteed by the patented anhamm spillbarrier used as a flood 
barrier.

Characteristics

- Automatic closing without external sources of energy
- Low space requirements
- Alignment of the design to local conditions
- Free traffic routes since accessible with car, forklift truck, lorry etc.
- Minimal installation effort
- Processing of high-end materials (stainless steel)
- Low maintenance costs
- Sealing within the system – no outside surfaces, water tightness

guaranteed by this
- Always ready for use since installed in a stationary manner – also

functions in absentia
- Approved by FM Approval according to Standard 2510

Anhamm spillbarrier for sealing off underground garages and 
accesses

Using the anhamm spillbarrier at the entrance to an underground garage. 
Severe rainfall, thaw and flooding – the penetration of large amounts of wa-
ter into underground garages, cellars, as well as deep building parts often 
has catastrophic consequences. The losses quickly add up, since high asset 
values can be eliminated in the shortest time, e.g. if a number of cars´are 
housed in an underground garage. Through the installation of a patent-
ed anhamm spillbarrier as flood barrier and/or flood protection garage 
entrances and cellar entrances can be optimally protected from a technical, 
optical and above all commercial point of view. 

Activating the barrier without external energy

- Automatic activation of the flap through inflowing fluid
- External sources of energy are not needed, no electronics, pneumatics

and no hydraulics
- Alignment of the spillbarrier to the individual architectonic needs possible
- Floor level safe use for problem free driving over with forklift truck, lorry,

car etc.
- Processing of high-end materials which with stand the loads in the event of

damage.
- Low maintenance costs – no operating costs
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